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THE PROBLEM

Costs of prothesis in Spain range from 2,000 Euro to 20,000 Euro. User needs are not 

taken into consideraon and the public health system’s offer is very much standardized, 

expensive, invasive and with limited funconality. 

MoMoreover, 50% of tradional prothesis are le unused due to the difficules expierenced. 

Making children feel like mere recipients of a medical soluon reinforces the idea that they 

have a disability, thus exacerbang social exclusion.

THE STRATEGY

ThThrough a listening, mul-agent process, Autofabricantes’ mission is to work with children 

and their families to together define the scope of technological projects that can improve 

inclusion and quality of life through the design of orthopaedical supports. The product 

soluons are created by a muldisciplinary group including occupaonal 

thetherapists, designers product engineers, soware specialists, the paent and the enre 

family. The community and the child co-creat cost effecve designs, prototypes and prod-

ucts in open-source code that are shared, downloaded and 3D printed all around the 

world. 

This project and work is accompanied by academic research which seeks to empirically 

confirm the posive effects of the mul-agent projects so they can be prescribed by 

naonal health services in the future. 

THE IMPACT

Fran has worked himself directly with 50 families which represents 10% of the affected 

populaon in Spain, to test and designing his methodology and they have created over 20 

tried and tested prothesis, all of which have been uploaded online an can be 3D printed 

and used. His designs have been downloaded and used +2000 mes all around the world. 

His three-year goal set is creang awareness in the totality of the affected populaon and 

creang personalized soluons for 50% to 75%. 

SUSUSTAINABILITY

AutoFabricantes is a non-profit receiving grants and donaons. It works closely with 

tradional NGOs focused on disability, offering workshops and training on their 

methodology for a fee. The organizaon has low overhead costs as they work with exisng 

technological structure (Council cizen labs, fablabs, universies, public organisms) and the 

mulfunconal teams are all volunteers.
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